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Cape Cod 5’s 20th Annual 
Educational Mini-Grants Awards Reception

4:00 p.m. Reception Begins
Help yourself to refreshments in the Education & Enrichment Center.

4:45 p.m. Brief Program Begins
Dorothy A. Savarese, Chair & CEO, Cape Cod 5
Bert Talerman, Co-President, Cape Cod 5
Stephanie Dennehy, Chief Marketing Officer & Chair of Mini-Grant Review Committee

Additional Grant Drawings
5:00 p.m. Networking & Reception Resumes

Grant recipients may pick up their check, certificate and 
take advantage of a photo opportunity at any time 

during the reception in the HQ5 lobby.



Barnstable Community Innovation School

Andrea Burnett, Lisa Callahan, Alyssa Chase & Erin Meagher

Hands-On Literacy Centers

#MiniGrantsBigIdeas

Through phonics instruction, children connect the letter or 
letters to a sound. Hands on literacy centers will have 
activity kits such as blocks, cards, stamps, flip books and 
decodable readers which will motivate students to learn. 
Once they learn how to "crack the code", we find that 
reading skills accelerate. 



Barnstable Community Innovation School

Kelly White
GIVE IT OWL YOU GOT, BCIS!!!

#MiniGrantsBigIdeas

Students will participate in a year-long research project 
about the owl, our new school mascot. The culminating 
project will be a book created by the students that shows 
the owl's characteristics as they relate to our school’s 
philosophy and expectations. A final book, published and 
shared with the entire school community, will be on display 
throughout the school.



Barnstable High School

Alik Taylor
Project Excel: College Visit

#MiniGrantsBigIdeas

Project Excel, the Alternative Education Department at 
Barnstable High School, is designed for students to have 
another way of receiving their education (either with online 
support or by attending Cape Cod Community College). 
Student population ranges from those at the greatest risk of 
dropping out to those moving at an accelerated rate. 



Barnstable High School

Maureen Leveroni, Brooke Styche & Laura Welch
BHS Poetry 

#MiniGrantsBigIdeas

Poetry Out Loud encourages the nation's youth to learn 
about great poetry through memorization and recitation. 
Poetry Slam is the competitive art of performance poetry. It 
puts dual emphasis on writing and performance, 
encouraging poets to focus on what they’re saying and how 
they’re saying it.



Barnstable Intermediate School

Jennifer Fredo
BIS Broadcasting Club

#MiniGrantsBigIdeas

The BIS Broadcasting Club will use new equipment to help 
bring news, events and happenings to ALL students at our 
school. Students will act as reporters, videographers, film 
editors, graphic designers, music technicians and producers 
to create content. We aim to record a podcast weekly or bi-
weekly and to team with Cape Cod Broadcasting to share it 
with a real audience.



2020 Highlight
Growth Mindset Classroom Oasis

Heather Raye
The Barnstable United Elementary School



Barnstable Intermediate School

Jennifer Mullin
Robotics for All

#MiniGrantsBigIdeas

The Vex IQ Robotics starter kit will be used in our 
Information, Literacy and Technology classes, reaching 686 
BIS students during our Computer Science Unit and in our 
Robotics Club. Students will design and build the robots 
through the fall and enter competitions starting in early 
2020.



Barnstable Intermediate School

Samantha Flynn
Carnival Day

#MiniGrantsBigIdeas

How can I design a carnival game that will raise money for a 
need in our community that I am passionate about? How 
can I use seventh grade mathematics to build and analyze a 
carnival game that will attract players and also raise money? 
Each group will be able to use the money earned from the 
Carnival Day to donate towards a need in the community.



Barnstable United Elementary School

Heather Raye
Growth Mindset Social Emotional Classroom Library

#MiniGrantsBigIdeas

Our fifth graders will be able to enjoy Growth Mindset “Read 
Alouds” during the school day as uplifting reminders that 
they can GROW their brains. This Social Emotional Library 
will help students build perseverance, determination and 
self confidence. Using these “Read Alouds” and the 
beginnings of an audio library will pique their interest in rich 
classroom discussion.



Bourne Intermediate School

Heather Silvil
Dyslexie Classroom Library

#MiniGrantsBigIdeas

The Dyslexie Classroom Library will be available to each 
third grade classroom for students with reading difficulties. 
Our Dyslexie Library contains books with a special type-face 
which makes it easier for students with reading difficulties 
to complete a chapter book. We are adding books so that 
classroom teachers, parents and students will be able to 
borrow books from this library more freely.



Bourne Intermediate School

Marilyn Linn
Image-Making Integrated Curriculum-Author & Illustrator

#MiniGrantsBigIdeas

“Image-Making Within the Writing Process” is a dynamic art 
and literature-based approach to writing, designed to 
support literacy skills in students with diverse learning 
styles. Students will publish their own book by being both 
author and illustrator. Each finished product will be the 
result of documented topic research and curriculum-based 
(civil rights/climate change, etc.).



Bourne Middle School

Tina Canterbury
Bourne Leadership Academic Service Team

#MiniGrantsBigIdeas

BLAST offers a path for students to find their soul and fill 
their hearts. We will create a direct bridge between students 
and nonprofits, encouraging students to become champions 
of causes through opportunities ranging from a single day of 
volunteer service to long-term partnerships with non-profits.



Bourne Middle School

Shaunna Aflague & Melissa Parrish
Google Expeditions and Virtual Reality Viewers

#MiniGrantsBigIdeas

Google Expedition is an immersive learning and teaching 
tool that reaches across all curricula, offering the exploration 
of historical landmarks, examining solutions and mixtures at 
the atomic level, getting up-close views of specific 
ecosystems and even allowing us to visit outer space! 



Bourne Middle School

Kathrine Conlon
Bourne Purple

#MiniGrantsBigIdeas

Bourne Purple is an after school club that empowers youth 
to stand up and make a difference, giving students 
motivation and support as they embrace a message of 
education and awareness. Activities are planned that share 
positive messages relating to confidence, leadership and 
struggles with peer pressure.



Bourne Public Schools

Amy Fish
Virtual Reality Across the Curriculum

#MiniGrantsBigIdeas

The Innovation Studio strives to integrate STEM learning into 
all subject areas at all grade levels. Adding virtual reality to 
our existing technologies will provide students with a new 
level of learning opportunities. Virtual reality products have 
been tested and proven to increase engagement and 
achievement in the classroom environment.



Engage With Us

@CapeCodFive

#MiniGrantsBigIdeas

bit.ly/CC5MiniGrants

Share your project and other 
projects that inspire you:



Cape Cod Lighthouse Charter School 
(Harwich)

Katie Prchlik
Marketplace

#MiniGrantsBigIdeas

Marketplace is a real-life mathematical situation where 
students investigate percentages including markups, 
markdowns, discounts, sale tax and tips. Students develop 
businesses to create and sell goods and practice consumer 
transactions by buying goods and services. 



Cape Cod Lighthouse Charter School 
(Harwich)

Hannah Kast
Lord of the Flies Unit & Mock Trial

#MiniGrantsBigIdeas

The students read and analyze The Lord of the Flies; 
discussing Freud, human motivation, and the political and 
sociological analogies contained in the story. To culminate, 
students will hold a mock trial to decide if Jack is guilty of 
murder. The unit will include reading the book, daily 
discussions, journal work throughout, and preparing for and 
participating in the mock trial. 



Cape Cod Lighthouse Charter School 
(Harwich)

Catherine O’Leary
Celebrating Our Culture and Heritage

#MiniGrantsBigIdeas

Families will be invited to come together and share 
information about their own culture & heritage, as well as 
learn about others' customs and traditions. Families will 
designate on a world map their countries of origin and be 
encouraged to bring food and crafts that connect to their 
cultural celebrations.



Cape Cod Technical High School 
(Harwich)

Marc Rocque
3D Printer

#MiniGrantsBigIdeas

The 3D printer will be used within the shop for IT students 
to learn how to create digital models in a 3D Computer 
Aided Design file and then create physical three-
dimensional objects. They will learn how different 3D 
printers work, how to operate them and how to 
troubleshoot problems.



Dennis-Yarmouth Regional High School

Adam Cutler
SeaPerch Oceanography

#MiniGrantsBigIdeas

SeaPerch will bring marine engineering into the 
oceanography classroom. Students will gain experience 
working out problems that occur in scientific 
instrumentation and data collection. They will also be 
exposed to real-life applications of scientific principles such 
as buoyancy, propulsion, gravity and electronics.



Chilmark School (Martha’s Vineyard)

Catherine Mafcher
Reading Without Embarrassment

#MiniGrantsBigIdeas

A "kid kindle" can be loaded with up to 100 books for free. 
Students may read at whatever level they want and others 
cannot see what they are reading, which is especially 
important for those students who are reading "easy readers" 
when in the 4th or 5th grade.



Dennis-Yarmouth Regional High School

Lindsay Holt
Sensory Reinforcement Area

#MiniGrantsBigIdeas

Our severely autistic students will benefit from an area that 
includes bean bags and other sensory chairs, natural light 
lamps with special lightbulbs and an area rug. For students 
who have a sensory processing disorder, these all have a 
positive impact on one’s mood, perceptions, health and 
attitude.



Engage With Us

@CapeCodFive

#MiniGrantsBigIdeas

bit.ly/CC5MiniGrants

Share your project and other 
projects that inspire you:



Dennis-Yarmouth Regional High School

Edward Fiorentino
Edward Kennedy Senate Simulator

#MiniGrantsBigIdeas

The institute's Senate Immersion Module (SIM) is a program 
for middle and high school students that use negotiation 
and debate skills to learn about the legislative process. 
Using state-of-the-art technology on tablets provided by the 
institute, groups of students work together to create a bill 
on a historic issue or current policy affecting the country.



Cape Cod 5’s 20th Annual 
Educational Mini-Grants Awards Reception

4:00 p.m. Reception Begins
Help yourself to refreshments in the Education & Enrichment Center.

4:45 p.m. Brief Program Begins
Dorothy A. Savarese, Chair & CEO, Cape Cod 5
Bert Talerman, Co-President, Cape Cod 5
Stephanie Dennehy, Chief Marketing Officer & Chair of Mini-Grant Review Committee

Additional Grant Drawings
5:00 p.m. Networking & Reception Resumes
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take advantage of a photo opportunity at any time 

during the reception in the HQ5 lobby.



Dennis-Yarmouth Regional High School

Dale Fornoff
College and Career Readiness for Students Attending CCCC

#MiniGrantsBigIdeas

Through this program our students will complete the 
college’s application on site and at DYRHS, have a financial 
aid night to assist families in completing the FAFSA and 
participate in the open house at Cape Cod Community 
College. Through targeted programming at the high school, 
we can encourage and promote a level of comfort in this 
process for everyone.



Dennis-Yarmouth Regional School District

JoAnna Watson
360 Degree Field Trips

#MiniGrantsBigIdeas

The 360 camera allows all angles of a scene to be viewed 
and recorded. Our first project entails a 5th grade trip, 
where students and staff will work together to create a 
Google Expedition that shows the world their view of the 
Cape Cod National Seashore. 



Dennis-Yarmouth Regional School District

Regina Wood
Food Pantry Free Library

#MiniGrantsBigIdeas

The most successful way to improve the reading 
achievement of low-income children is to increase their 
access to print. This project will put age appropriate books 
into the hands of children who would not otherwise have 
access to them. Starting the Free Library at the Yarmouth 
Food Pantry provides access to books for 1,302 children.



Dennis-Yarmouth Regional High School

Tristan Williams
Intergenerational Model United Nations

#MiniGrantsBigIdeas

We aim to create a community in Dennis and Yarmouth 
that is age-friendly, locally active and globally aware by 
providing a better understanding of the inner workings of 
the United Nations. In this model, students are paired with a 
senior adult or other non-faculty adult from the community 
to build skills in diplomacy and compromise.



Dennis-Yarmouth Regional High School

Kristofer Hansen
Vex Robotic Competition Teams

#MiniGrantsBigIdeas

Students will engage in the Vex Robotics Competition 
hosted by the Cape Cod STEM Network at Cape Cod 
Community College. There are a myriad of educational 
benefits when students work collaboratively to build and 
program prototypes and compete in robotics tournaments.



Dennis-Yarmouth Regional High School

Jennifer Edwards
DY Drones = 100% Engagement

#MiniGrantsBigIdeas

As part of a STEM initiative, our library is implementing a 
drone workshop with the students. This interactive program 
will allow students to explore the social, environmental and 
community impact of drones. Students will work together to 
solve problems, valuing the opportunity to engage new 
technologies that are shaping the modern workforce.



Eastham Elementary School

Muriel Brown
Family Fun Math and Engineering Day/Night

#MiniGrantsBigIdeas

For the daytime portion, 5th graders are in charge of the 
math and engineering stations to which the K-4 students 
are invited. Then for the nighttime, the children will be 
asked to bring their parents to show them what they’ve 
learned and how math can be fun and engaging (stations 
run by the math club). There will also be engineering 
stations that are run by the older students.



2020 Highlight
Family Fun Engineering and Math Day/Nights

Muriel Brown
Eastham Elementary School



Eddy Elementary School (Brewster)

Elizabeth Andac
Social Emotional Learning through Community Service

#MiniGrantsBigIdeas

Life skills are taught in the classroom but we don't always 
see how they work in the real world. These community 
service projects will weave social-emotional skills, math, 
writing and social studies. We want students learning to 
think outside of themselves and consider what it would be 
like to be without a home. We will then design blankets that 
match the needs of these populations.



Eddy Elementary School (Brewster)

Talia Shanahan & Patsy Marchant
Stargazing Community Project

#MiniGrantsBigIdeas

Families will be invited to a night under the stars to grow 
their knowledge of space and provide an engaging school-
to-home experience. Activities will include viewing the night 
sky through telescopes, flashlight reading under the stars, 
solar system games and space art stations.



2020 Highlight
Stargazing Community Project

Talia Shanahan & Patsy Marchant
Eddy Elementary School (Brewster)



Edgartown School (Martha’s Vineyard)

Laura Walton
Ukuleles for Edgartown School

#MiniGrantsBigIdeas

This project will provide all students with free access to 
ukulele lessons during their regularly scheduled 4th grade 
music class for a full year. Students will learn to play the 
ukulele and perform within the school setting and greater 
community.
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Mini-Grant Review Committee

Stephanie Dennehy, Chair
Estella Edmondson
Jack P. Farrell
William Madden
Kathey Fulham Parcels

Julie P. Richmond
Sarah Ruder
Judy Walden Scarafile
Patti Smith

#MiniGrantsBigIdeas



Ezra H. Baker Innovation School (Dennis)

Erin Burlingame
Wilson Reading System

#MiniGrantsBigIdeas

The Wilson Reading System products will be used to teach 
our students using a research-based, systematic, multi-
sensory literacy program to maximize student learning and 
understanding. These materials will allow for the Special 
Education Department to closely follow the program and 
provide appropriate instruction to help our special-needs 
students succeed. 



Forestdale School (Sandwich) 

Lisa Fox
Full STE(A)M Ahead at Forestdale with the Cricut

#MiniGrantsBigIdeas

The Cricut machine will allow students to take advantage of 
the Arts-Integration to go from STEM to STEAM. All students 
will have access to the Cricut for the purpose of adding the 
element of 3D modeling, paper structures to enhance 
student learning across the STEAM concept areas.



Harwich Elementary School

Lisa McManamin & Dyanna Rose
Puzzles for All

#MiniGrantsBigIdeas

What child doesn’t love a puzzle? They provide children with 
essential life skills. We are adding a variety of 
developmentally appropriate puzzles for students ages three 
through ten. They will be available in the library as well as 
for classroom sign-out use by teachers.



Harwich Elementary School

Wendy Moore
From Seed to Table

#MiniGrantsBigIdeas

Using the eight beds we have for planting, students from all 
grades will start seeds and seedlings in the spring, harden 
them off and then plant them. The students will tend to the 
plants in their beds by weeding and watering. When they 
are ready, the class will harvest the plants for the school 
cafeteria to use in school lunches.



Engage With Us

@CapeCodFive

#MiniGrantsBigIdeas

bit.ly/CC5MiniGrants

Share your project and other 
projects that inspire you:



Harwich Elementary School

Holly Tavano
Nurse’s Office Library

#MiniGrantsBigIdeas

Creating a reading nook in the Nurse’s Office offers the 
opportunity to rest and reset from anxiety and stress. 
According to one study, individuals who had read for just six 
minutes exhibited slower heart rates, less muscle tension 
and reduced stress levels. One school nurse noted that 
students entering her health office for a symptom of illness 
are often “cured” by ten minutes of reading. 



Hyannis West Elementary School

Samantha Low & Meghan Petrell
Family Art Kits

#MiniGrantsBigIdeas

Inside each kit will be books (bilingual/multilingual, 
wordless and those featuring illustrations in the chosen 
medium), an art invitation with supplies, a response journal 
and a binder that includes a multilingual cover sheet of 
ideas for family responses that stay with the kit. Students 
will gain a greater appreciation of their home cultures, as 
well as oral and written communication skills.



John W. Decas School (Wareham)

Laura Pol
Bring the World to International Night

#MiniGrantsBigIdeas

Since 2003, Wareham Public School’s International Night 
has been a hugely popular community event that includes 
cultural displays, activities and food from many different 
countries and cultures. Bridgewater State University’s 
Project EarthView is an inflatable globe that families can 
enter to experience a great dramatization of the world 
around us.  



Kenneth C. Coombs School (Mashpee)

Paul LaBelle & Amanda Hough
Creating a Splash with Cross Curricular Activities

#MiniGrantsBigIdeas

This project is a cross grade-level opportunity where high 
school students will design and build a water table for the 
playground at KCC using their engineering and 
manufacturing skills. All students will have the opportunity 
to develop empathy, from high school students using their 
skills for others to elementary students learning to play with 
each other in different settings.



Marguerite E. Small Elementary School 
(Yarmouth)

Kathleen Healy
Listening Center for Elementary Music Class

#MiniGrantsBigIdeas

Students will use portable mp3, mp4 and voice recorders for 
differentiated instruction for students who learn best in non-
typical ways. For better comprehension of concepts, truly 
auditory learners benefit from the mp3 players while truly 
visual learners benefit from the mp4 player.



Marguerite E. Small Elementary School 
(Yarmouth)

Jacquelyn Friel
Protect and Serve Mural

#MiniGrantsBigIdeas

A student-made mural will pay tribute to those who protect 
and serve our community (police, police dogs, fire, public 
servants, etc.). Yarmouth police officers visit our school daily 
and provide a great example of the pride and joy that 
comes with helping others. The students will understand 
the impact they have on their school and community as 
they present the mural after completion.



Martha’s Vineyard Public Charter School

Casey Ann Hayward
SeaPerch Underwater Robotics

#MiniGrantsBigIdeas

SeaPerch is an innovative underwater robotics program that 
provides students with an opportunity to learn about 
robotics, engineering, mathematics and science while 
building an underwater ROV (remotely operated vehicle). 
The six-hour course meets numerous Next Generation 
Science Standards in science and engineering.



Martha’s Vineyard Public Charter School

Kathleen Farrell
Literacy For All

#MiniGrantsBigIdeas

This literacy project specifically helps students develop 
phonemic awareness. Each phoneme is taught individually 
as part of a multi-sensory approach to reading, writing and 
spelling. With practice reading books that highlight 
individually taught phonemes, students develop 
competency which in turn motivates them as readers.



Martha’s Vineyard Public Charter School

Calder Martin
Tangible Mathematics

#MiniGrantsBigIdeas

This is a simple wood construction project that teaches a 
core concept in algebra: the cube of the binomial (A+B). The 
cubes directly showcase the relationship between algebra 
and geometry. This project will connect mathematics to 
objects in physical space, making algebraic concepts 
tangible to students.



Mashpee Middle High School

Annemarie Finn & Heather O’Donnell
Diversity and the American Dream

#MiniGrantsBigIdeas

We are adding two sets of books, Just Mercy by Bryan 
Stevenson and The Hate U Give by Angie Thomas. Our 
curriculum is based on the American Dream but many 
groups are underrepresented. Adding modern, relevant 
literature will generate open, respectful thought and 
discussion. We finish with a research project connecting the 
themes of the books to the Innocence Project.



Mashpee Middle High School

Kristina Fraser
Podcasting and Videography with Smartphones

#MiniGrantsBigIdeas

With this supplemental equipment, students will have the 
capability of recording community events to air on Mashpee 
TV and upload to YouTube…all from a smartphone. The A/V 
Club will be collaborating with the Journalism Club to 
increase student involvement and community engagement.



Mashpee Public Schools

Amanda Hough
Upper Cape Hackathon

#MiniGrantsBigIdeas

This is an opportunity for students across the Upper Cape 
to come together for the first-ever Upper Cape Cod 
Hackathon at the Mashpee Wampanoag Tribal Center. 
High School students from Mashpee, Falmouth, Sandwich, 
Bourne and Upper Cape Cod Tech will participate in this 
opportunity to learn more about computer science.



Mattacheese Middle School (Yarmouth)

Molly Fedele
Student Micro:Bit Programming

#MiniGrantsBigIdeas

This project introduces students to computer programming 
and coding with a mini computer called a Micro:Bit. 
Students will write code and download it and the Micro:Bit
will perform a variety of tasks including word displays, game 
creation, running motors and reacting to sensors.



Mattacheese Middle School (Yarmouth)

Susan Williams
Project Hydration Awareness

#MiniGrantsBigIdeas

We will provide reusable water bottles for distribution to 
students in need and educate them on the health benefits 
of drinking sufficient amounts of water. The reusable water 
bottles will have the D-Y (Dennis-Yarmouth) logo imprinted 
on them in the school colors.



Minot Forest Elementary School 
(Wareham)

LeAnne Atwood
Coping Skills in the Classroom

#MiniGrantsBigIdeas

By using Break Boxes or Coping Corners, students 
will be educated in how to use coping skills 
within their classroom when they are feeling 
dysregulated, distracted or overwhelmed so that 
they can get back to their learning. 



Minot Forest Elementary School 
(Wareham)

Dawn Underhill
The Minot Mitten and Giving Trees

#MiniGrantsBigIdeas

Mittens, hats, scarves and jackets are all items we are 
looking for to keep the children of Wareham warm this 
winter through the Minot Mitten Tree program. We will 
provide students with clothing for the cold weather 
elements, helping to keep them healthy and decreasing the 
amount of time away from school.
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Minot Forest Elementary (Wareham)

Michelle Houghton
Sensory Classroom

#MiniGrantsBigIdeas

Autistic students have unique sensory needs. Sometimes, an 
item that works well one day will not on another. Sensory 
items are imperative to assist with behavioral meltdowns. 
We are building up our sensory item toolbox, thus assisting 
the students to become productive members of our 
classroom.



Monomoy Regional High School (Harwich)

Shana Grogan
All Cape Cod Special Olympics Game Day

#MiniGrantsBigIdeas

The Games will be taking place in June at MRHS with over 
600 athletes and partners in attendance representing 
schools from across the Cape & Islands. Each student will 
participate in a variety of Olympic-type events, led by 
student leaders and volunteers from MRHS and the 
community at large.



Morse Pond School (Falmouth)

Linda Lonergan
VR as a Learning Tool

#MiniGrantsBigIdeas

The use of Virtual Reality to offer a 3D experience in learning 
will engage students and allow them to experience the 
wonders of technology. These additional devices will  
complete a class set of 25 and include two years of 
accidental damage insurance.



Nantucket Elementary School

Samantha Turcotte
Sensory Helpers for First Graders

#MiniGrantsBigIdeas

Two sensory support items will be added to the classroom 
for students who have difficulties sustaining attention 
during instruction: "cube chairs" (flexible seating options) 
and weighted lap pads. Sensory support items are of 
comfort to students and allow them to participate 
appropriately during classroom activities.



Nantucket High School

Jed Williams, Patrick Gregoritch, Jon Barone & Tim Psaradelis

STEM Library

#MiniGrantsBigIdeas

We will be expanding our collection of STEM books for 
students to borrow since the school’s library will often have 
most of its books out on loan. We have already collected a 
small number of popular science books and we would like 
to expand our collection to offer as many books as we can 
to our students.



Nathaniel H. Wixon Intermediate School 
(Dennis)

Michelle Dunn
Voting Rights in America: A Traveling Exhibition

#MiniGrantsBigIdeas

“Cobblestone” is an exceptional history magazine for kids 
that has been used by teachers for decades. One issue traces 
voting rights back to colonial America and the struggle of 
four major groups to gain the right to vote: African 
Americans, women, Native Americans and 18-21-year-olds. 
The students will use this resource as part of a project on 
voting rights in America.



Nathaniel H. Wixon Intermediate School 
(Dennis)

Elena Schuck
Ready, Set, Read!

#MiniGrantsBigIdeas

This pilot program is introducing an e-book collection to our 
school. We are beginning an online catalog that will enable 
students to access resources in multiple formats from both 
home and school. These titles, mostly nonfiction, come with 
a license that enables multiple users at the same time and 
supports the Common Core Standards.
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Nauset Regional Middle School (Orleans)

Katherine Harvey
NRHS Book Bowl

#MiniGrantsBigIdeas

The Book Bowl is a reading competition in which teams of 
3-5 students participate in a question-and-answer challenge 
based on 15 selected book titles. All participants will be 
awarded certificates of achievement and finalists receive a 
gift certificate to a local book store.



Nauset Regional Middle School (Orleans)

Shannon Bertrand
Winter Seed Sowing

#MiniGrantsBigIdeas

We are building raised beds for an area adjoining the 
greenhouse so that we can experiment with cold weather 
crops and winter sowing. This will allow us to eat a variety of 
winter-sown vegetables as part of our Breakfast Café 
program as well as in our cafeteria lunches.



Nauset Regional Middle School (Orleans)

Jodi Kelly
Human Relations Media Curriculum Update

#MiniGrantsBigIdeas

Human Relations Media offers evidence-based, award-
winning curriculum aligned with the Massachusetts 
Curriculum Frameworks for Health. The three updated 
curriculum sets (Interactive DVD and reproducible materials) 
are: How to Quit Juuling & Vaping, Straight Talk About 
Sexting & Messaging, and Mind/Body Connection: How Your 
Emotions Affect Your Health.



Oak Ridge School (Sandwich)

Christine Skirvan & Stephanie Hanrahan
Augmented Reality Sandbox

#MiniGrantsBigIdeas

The augmented reality sandbox directly aligns with grade-
level standards for science and social studies. Projects the 
students will take on include using the sandbox to: build a 
watershed and see the impact of pollution, get hands-on 
practice with geographical terms, see the effects of the 
geological impacts of weathering and design solutions to 
reduce storm damage.



Oak Ridge School (Sandwich)

Terri Palombo
Software Tools for Healthy Habits and Digital Citizenship

#MiniGrantsBigIdeas

“StoryboardThat!” and “BrainPop” are two software 
applications that will help all grade levels of students to 
understand concepts in health, art and technology. Both 
programs are valuable tools in teaching to various learning 
styles as well as addressing the social-emotional needs of 
our students.



Old Rochester Regional High School 
(Mattapoissett)

Seth Bushnell
Civics Field Trip to Edward M. Kennedy Institute

#MiniGrantsBigIdeas

Students will participate in the "Today's Vote" activity at the 
EMK Institute, where they play the role of senators and 
debate a real, current issue on the reproduction floor of the 
Senate. Students will be able to explain the pro and con 
facts about a real issue and form a clear opinion, supported 
by facts, in a summarization of the debate.



Old Rochester Regional Junior High School 
(Mattapoissett)

Carla Cafarella
Project Learning to Read in Spanish

#MiniGrantsBigIdeas

Young learners acquire language more effectively when they 
are able to use the language in context, so we are 
expanding the classroom library of Spanish novels. This year, 
students will start reading their first beginner novel with 
regular and independent weekly reading blocks and will be 
strongly encouraged to reach for a new novel each time 
they finish the previous one.



2020 Highlight
Project Learning to Read in Spanish

Carla Cafarella
Old Rochester Regional Junior High School



Old Rochester Regional School District 
(Mattapoissett)

Stephanie Ghannam & Sarah Toltin
Trout in the Classroom

#MiniGrantsBigIdeas

Field sampling equipment (chest waders, water quality 
testing kits and nets) will be purchased to use for field 
sampling events at the Mattapoisett River. Students will use 
the data gathered during field investigations and local land-
use research to create an Environmental Impact Study of 
the Mattapoisett River.



Plymouth North High School

Brittany Hildebrand
Literacy Magazine Club

#MiniGrantsBigIdeas

The Literary Magazine Club aims to celebrate written work 
(from poetry to short stories to memoirs), photography, 
painting and illustrations created by students. This club 
allows students to be involved in marketing and advertising 
our magazine, soliciting submissions from students and 
make final selections to be published.



Plymouth South Middle School

Elizabeth Rioux
School Mural and Community Project

#MiniGrantsBigIdeas

The school mural will be an after school project to enhance 
our school spirit through students creating our school 
mascot. The Community project is the repainting and 
restoration of the "pink ladies" silhouettes, which were 
created several years ago by PCIS students to promote the 
awareness of breast cancer. 



Cape Cod 5’s 20th Annual 
Educational Mini-Grants Awards Reception

4:00 p.m. Reception Begins
Help yourself to refreshments in the Education & Enrichment Center.

4:45 p.m. Brief Program Begins
Dorothy A. Savarese, Chair & CEO, Cape Cod 5
Bert Talerman, Co-President, Cape Cod 5
Stephanie Dennehy, Chief Marketing Officer & Chair of Mini-Grant Review Committee

Additional Grant Drawings
5:00 p.m. Networking & Reception Resumes

Grant recipients may pick up their check, certificate and 
take advantage of a photo opportunity at any time 

during the reception in the HQ5 lobby.



Provincetown Schools

Lisa Daunais
Student Book Writing/Publishing

#MiniGrantsBigIdeas

Students write a series of class books with the goal of one or 
two a month. Students learn about the writing and 
publishing process by taking ownership in the book, doing 
their best work and gaining confidence in their skills. All 
Massachusetts standards in ELA are accomplished in a fun 
and creative way through the book-making.



Quashnet School (Mashpee)

Courtney Ream & Kari Pons
Bilingual Book Library Section

#MiniGrantsBigIdeas

Research shows that children who are read to and read in 
their native language will have an easier time learning to 
read in their second language. We have started a bilingual 
section in our school library so that students and parents 
from all cultures will see themselves represented in our 
collection.



Quashnet School (Mashpee)

Mairead Mayen, Elizabeth Babich & Emily Pimental
SeaPerch Collaborative Project

#MiniGrantsBigIdeas

With more motors and control boxes, students will have the 
supplies needed for their own independent SeaPerch rovers. 
The greatest benefit of this project is the learning 
environment that is created while addressing our standards 
and practices. Through this highly hands-on experience, 
students gain daily practice in many of the skills that we, as 
a district, are attempting to foster each day.



2020 Highlight
Underwater SeaPerch Remote Operated Vehicles

Elizabeth Babich, Colleen Blount, Amanda Hough, Mairead Mayen, Jamie Whiddon
Quashnet Elementary School and Mashpee Middle High School



Sandwich STEM Academy

Betty Hyde-McGuire & Beth Simmons
Origami Microscopy Using Foldscopes

#MiniGrantsBigIdeas

Using the origami-like paper microscope, scientific 
discovery is modeled from a design standpoint 
through demonstrating innovation in engineering, as 
well as from a discovery standpoint to witness what 
younger students uncover.



2020 Highlight
Origami Microspcopy Using Foldscopes

Betty Hyde-McGuire and Beth Simmons
Sandwich STEM Academy



Stony Brook Elementary (Brewster)

Andrew Kirk & Kristen Callahan
Computational Thinking in PE

#MiniGrantsBigIdeas

This is a collaboration project with Technology and Physical 
Education, where we teach computer science concepts with 
physical activity. Students will be learning how to transfer 
computational thinking, distributed cognition and 
algorithmic logic to problem solving.



Stony Brook Elementary School 
(Brewster)

Kathy Hannon
History and Social Studies Books

#MiniGrantsBigIdeas

Students will be able to explain why people migrate to 
different places around the world, recognize the unique 
contribution of immigrants coming to the US in creating our 
history and culture, and identify what individuals and 
families bring with them when they move to a different 
place. They will also be able to learn the value of a dollar 
and how it plays a role in our economy.



Tisbury School (Martha’s Vineyard)

Anne Williamson
Wampanoag and Pilgrim Life

#MiniGrantsBigIdeas

Third graders will explore the Native American and Pilgrim 
ways of life during the 1620s. Activities include: visiting the 
Martha’s Vineyard Museum to study Wampanoag artifacts, 
writing Pilgrim Journals through the lens of a 9-year-old, 
planting a “three sisters garden” (beans, corn and squash) 
using an authentic Wampanoag technique and growing 
herbs that the Pilgrims introduced to Plymouth.



Wareham High School

Matthew Stanton
AP US Government Field Trip to EMK Institute and JFK Library

#MiniGrantsBigIdeas

Students from the AP Government and Politics class will attend an 
interactive experience at this state of the art facility on the United 
States Senate and Presidential Library. The students will have a 
first-hand, interactive look at two of the three branches of the 
federal government.



2020 Highlight
AP US Government Field Trip to EMK Institute and JFK Library

Matthew Stanton
Wareham High School



Wareham Middle School

Janelle Brangwynne
Diverse Novels for Advanced Course

#MiniGrantsBigIdeas

Advanced Literacy is a new year-long course aimed at 
serving those students who have been identified as 
exceptionally skilled in reading and writing. We are adding 
novels that explore real-life historical events as told from the 
points of view of a diverse population, including a variety of 
cultures, races and gender identities. 



Waypoint Academy (Sandwich)

Melissa Bissonette
The Bike Bunch

#MiniGrantsBigIdeas

The Bike Bunch teaches at-risk students basic bike repair 
and maintenance skills, helping them gain confidence 
through succeeding in both physical and mental 
challenges. Once the bikes are fixed and students learn 
to ride safely, they are taken on group rides through the 
woods and on the canal bike path.  



Waypoint Academy (Sandwich)

Kathy Richerson & Kim Gainey
Life Saving Skills

#MiniGrantsBigIdeas

High school students will be working on the certification 
process for First Aid, CPR and AED. They will participate in 
small groups to complete a series of modular courses and 
after successful completion of the course and exam, they 
receive their certification and a CPR personal safety kit.



Wellfleet Elementary School

Andrew Staker and Karen Pagano
A Piece of Peace Parade #3: LIVE WELLfleet

#MiniGrantsBigIdeas

This project entails a variety of activities throughout the 
school year, culminating in a rally and parade to which the 
parents and Wellfleet community are invited. We know from 
previous parades that students, staff, parents and the 
community are directly impacted by students aiming to 
peacefully make a difference in the world. 



West Tisbury School (Martha’s Vineyard)

Meghan Brown
Modified Math Curriculum

#MiniGrantsBigIdeas

The assessments will be used to identify and appropriately 
place students who are not currently on grade level in Math. 
We are bolstering our supply of assessment materials as we 
have many students who are struggling in Math and need to 
be placed into the proper level.



West Tisbury School (Martha’s Vineyard)

Alan Mahoney
Soundtrap

#MiniGrantsBigIdeas

Soundtrap for Education empowers students and teachers 
to explore creative sound recording in all subjects, for all 
ages and ability levels. Students will create podcasts in a 
wide variety of subjects, create personal narrative poetry, use 
Spanish to greet, present and perform, create a science-
themed song and create a collaborative radio commercial 
for an actual product.



West Tisbury School (Martha’s Vineyard)

Kim Patterson
New Books for Special Ed Students

#MiniGrantsBigIdeas

The Alphabet Series books are geared toward an Orton-
Gillingham phonogram presentation, enabling students to 
apply their phonics skills in context, practice target words 
and review sound and sight words. The stories increase in 
difficulty as the lessons progress. Additionally, the books 
include questions designed to cover vocabulary, inferential 
comprehension and personal response. 



West Tisbury School (Martha’s Vineyard)

Rebecca Solway
Rotary Tool Kits for STEM/Engineering Lab

#MiniGrantsBigIdeas

The engineering design process is used to identify relevant 
problems, ask questions and create prototypes. These tools 
would be used in projects such as: creating scale models of 
Tiny Houses as students research solutions to the Island 
housing situation, crafting aerodynamic CO2 powered 
Dragster cars and building working prototypes of adaptive 
sports devices.



West Tisbury School (Martha’s Vineyard)

Alan Mahoney
Robots: Build, Program to Build

#MiniGrantsBigIdeas

Students will use kits to understand robot construction and 
it's practical use in building projects (manufacturing). 
Groups will use the robots in sections so that each grade 
level will have an opportunity to build skills and experience 
in this school year.



West Tisbury School (Martha’s Vineyard)

Susan Miller & Zoe Turcotte
Cornell Bird Watch

#MiniGrantsBigIdeas

Students will be using the Cornell Lab of Ornithology's 
“Citizen Science” course to participate in the birdwatcher 
project, becoming engaged and active participants in 
hands-on science. In this program, students design their 
own experiments and contribute their findings to a central 
database which is analyzed by scientists.



West Tisbury School (Martha’s Vineyard)

Danielle Sherman
Inclusion Connection

#MiniGrantsBigIdeas

These recordable buttons allow us to program words, 
phrases and sentences, allowing non-verbal students to 
participate in a variety of activities throughout the school 
day, from social greetings and conversations to answering 
questions in class.
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